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ABCO Tables Z Series™



Flexible classrooms? Attractive training areas?  
Engaging meeting setups?  Yes!

Product specifications: 24”D. x 72”W. Z.3 table, Monticello 
Maple top, Wrought Iron urethane edge, Slate Grey 3mm 
edge on 3 sides, Slate Grey base finish, Monticello Maple 
modesty panel insert, Black plastic adjustable glides  
Seating: Smart Seating Office Multi-Task by ABCO

Cover product specifications: 30”D. x 66”W. Z.3 table, 
Titanium EV top, Stone urethane edge, Dove Grey 3mm edge 
on remaining 3 sides, Silver base finish, Titanium modesty 
panel insert, Black plastic adjustable glides
Seating: Smart Seating Office Multi-Task by ABCO

Z.3
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There’s no reason for corporate and educational settings  

to be static and dull. In fact, with the Z Series™ we’ve proven 

they can be otherwise. Graceful aesthetics and forward-looking 

design are constructed from the best materials, creating  

an adaptable table solution for any setting. 

Z Series is available in five widths, three depths and two 

heights. Choose from 28 color options for the worksurface  

and laminate modesty panel insert, and a variety of finishes  

for the table edge and frame. 

Aluminum base

An arched cast foot and oval leg extrusion are 

joined at a stylish angle—a design feature that 

expresses the “can do” attitude of the Z Series. 

Optional Casters

Add casters, and you’ll be ready for any 

configuration. Get exactly the look you want.

Casters are two locking on user side and two 

non-locking on approach side.

ADA Height

A fixed 32-inch height allows for easy  

wheelchair access and user comfort  

(available on 24” and 30” depths only).

Arched Cast Base 
with optional casters.

ADA height table.
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Tables that assist in the learning process:  
Flexible, interactive, and technology-friendly

Product specifications: 24”D. x 36”W. Z.3 table, Grey Nebula top, 
Dove Grey 3mm edge, Dove Grey base finish, Grey Nebula  
modesty panel insert, Black plastic adjustable glides
Seating: Smart Seating Trainer with casters by ABCO

Z.3
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Vertical Wire Management

Wire management is handled neatly and 

efficiently, with vertical channels in the legs 

directing cords to power sources. 

Modesty Panel Lock

Horizontal wire management is tamper  

resistant, thanks to a locking modesty  

panel design. 

Laminate Modesty Panel Insert

Z.3 features a curved modesty panel  

for visual interest and a softer aesthetic.  

A variety of laminate colors and frame finish 

options, as well as a modesty panel insert, 

allow you to create seamless style or  

go for visual contrast.

Z Series 
vertical wire 
management  
in table leg

Schools are more flexible, interactive, technological and collaborative 

than ever, so we believe educational furniture should be, too. After all, 

tables that help everyone see, hear and participate in comfort 

are helping people learn.

Z.3  modesty panel  
can be partially  
opened for quick  
access to data and 
electrical connections.

Z.3 modesty panel 
shown fully open 
for easy installation 
of optional Byrne 
Electrical components.

Z.3 modesty panel 
lock centered on the 
front of the table

Optional laminate insert 
can match the top or 
contrast to create a 
signature look available 
in 28 color options.

Z.3 modesty 
panel closed 
and locked.
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Not all classrooms (or tables) are created equal:  
The right setup never puts learning in a box 

Product specifications: 24”D. x 66”W. Z.2 table, 
Bronze Legacy top, Khaki 3mm edge, Khaki base finish, 
Khaki painted modesty panel, Black casters
Seating: Smart Seating Stacker by ABCO

Z.2
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At today’s colleges and universities, different classes call for different setups. 

Sometimes collaboration is critical. At other times, technology must be  

accommodated, and everyone needs a clear view of the presentation. 

Z Series is flexible and reconfigurable, so you’re never boxed in.

Z.2 offers the same striking leg design 

as the Z.3, along with a more straight-

forward modesty panel and basic  

wire management solution.  

Urethane edge

The user’s side of Z Series tables features 

a urethane “bullet” edge, available in three 

finishes: Stone, Wrought Iron, and Black. All 

options coordinate with ABCO’s palette  

of standard finishes.

Casters

Tables specified with casters feature three-inch 

designer style wheels—two locking and  

two non-locking.

Z Gangers

A ganger kit allows you to easily connect several 

tables side by side, insuring a neat, unified look.

Mini-Port

Two power/two data ports are easy to access, 

yet are neatly concealed behind a flip-top 

design. Data Jacks not included but available.

Caster does not 
increase height when 

ordered with table. 

specify 3mm edge 
color for the 3 

non-user sides.

Z.2 modesty panel conceals a 
wire management tray under 
the table surface.

Byrne Electrical 
Mini-Port power 

and data module. 
Remove grommet 
and place module 

in cut-out

Z Ganger Kit 
to connect  
tables end  

to end
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